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House Numbering  
House numbering is a system that assigns a specific number to houses or buildings for the purpose 
of defining their location. This system can be dated back to the 1500s in Pont Notre-Dame, Paris. 
An 1898 article from the New York Times states, “The gradual application of numbers to houses 
instead of signboards had long since been asserting its ascendency on the Continent; in fact as far 
back as 1512 the first attempt was made at the Pont Notre Dame in Paris, and long before the 
English adopted it tentatively the custom had become general in some European countries.” (The 
New York Times). In the 1700s, this numbering system was used across Europe, and by the mid-
1700s street numbering was a custom in most cities.   

House Signs   
Before the current system, the sign system was used, though it had many issues. For one, house 
signs hindered the ability to locate a specific house or building. As noted in The New York Times 
article, “Three reasons were assigned for the alteration: one was the danger to pedestrians from the 
heavy, cumbersome boards above, which frequently fell on passers-by; another was the obstruction
to the circulation of light, and the third was the difficulty to discover an address of a house, which 
could only be distinguished by a signboard” (The New York Times). 

House Numbering Around the World  
There is a multitude of countries around the world that follow the Eurpoean system with odd 
number on one side of the road and even numbers on the other side. Some of these countries 
include Austraila, New Zealand, China, most of the European countries, and Russia. Other 
countries like Japan and South Korea both use a system in which their cities are divided up into 
zones and each house in the zone is numbered. Lastly there are also countries like Iran in which 
their capital city of Tehran uses the European system to number their houses but outside of the city 
no houses are numbered. Lastly, there are also countries like Mexico that use the alternating house 
number system while also having zones or Colonia in each city. 

House Numbering in American Cities  
By the 1800s, the house numbering system was emerging in American cities. New York is 
notoriously known for its “grid-like” street system created by the Commissioners’ Plan of 1811, 
which was the original design for the grid pattern house numbering system. There are several 
methods to house numbering. While some are numbered consecutively, others are organized with 
even numbers on one side of the street and odd numbers on the opposite side. 

Modern Uses  
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The house number is part of a complete postal address, which depicts the location of a building, 
house, or business. Postal efficiency is not the only advantage house numbers provide. House 
numbers provide all delivery services with proper locations; help the police department, fire 
department, and medical departments to find people in need of help. It is also beneficial to the 
everyday person as it helps people find important locations like medical offices, grocery stores, 
schools, and churches.  
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